For any adsorption process where all binding sites eventually fill, there exists a coverage θc at which a filled cluster (defined by linking neighboring filled sites) first spans the substrate. Such percolation features have been studied extensively for random distributions of filled sites. Here θc =0.59 monolayers for ''p(1×1) ordering'' on an infinite square lattice. Cooperative island-forming adsorption involves competition between nucleation, growth, and coalescence or linkage of individual islands. Here clusters of linked islands eventually span the substrate. We use correlated percolation theory to provide a quantitative description of corresponding θc behavior, and of the fractal structure of the clusters of linked islands and their perimeters. Modified grain growth models, which correspond to continuum percolation problems, are also useful here. We show how percolation theoretic ideas can be extended to analyze nonpercolating c(2×2) ordering. Even for the essentially random adsorption mechanisms of H2O on Fe(001), and oxygen on Pd(100), such nonequilibrium c(2×2) ordering is significant. We also discuss how island-forming cooperativity here affects the c(2×2) ordering. (Received 14September 1987; accepted 21December1987) For any adsorption process where all binding sites eventually fill, there exists a coverage (Jc at which a filled cluster (defined by linking neighboring filled sites) first spans the substrate. Such percolation features have been studied extensively for random distributions offilled sites. Here (Jc = 0.59 monolayers for "p( 1X1) ordering" on an infinite square lattice. Cooperative islandforming adsorption involves competition between nucleation, growth, and coalescence or linkage of individual islands. Here clusters of linked islands eventually span the substrate. We use correlated percolation theory to provide a quantitative description of corresponding (}c behavior, and of the fractal structure of the clusters of linked islands and their perimeters. Modified grain growth models, which correspond to continuum percolation problems, are also useful here. We show how percolation theoretic ideas can be extended to analyze nonpercolating c( 2 X 2) ordering. Even for the essentially random adsorption mechanisms of H 2 0 on Fe(OOl), and oxygen on Pd( 100), such nonequilibrium c(2X2) ordering is significant. We also discuss how island-forming cooperativity here affects the c( 2 X 2) ordering.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Island-forming chemisorption is observed in many systems, often proceeding via a physisorbed precursor state.
1 For commensurate adlayers, filled sites constituting islands may either be contiguous [e.g., p( IX I)] or have superlattice spacing [e.g., c( 2 X 2)], in which case one of several phases is assigned. Sometimes adlayer equilibration is impeded due to low surface mobility, and the nonequilibrium adlayer structure is kinetically determined.
1 In any case, these processes involve competition between nucleation, growth, and coalescence of islands. At low coverages() typically one finds separated islands with fairly regular structure.
2 At higher (}, individual islands begin to impinge. If they are contiguous or of like phase they coalesce; otherwise a domain boundary forms between them. Here we characterize the ramified structure of such clusters of coalesced islands, and of the associated perimeters or domain boundaries. For contiguous islands, we are also interested in the percolation threshold where a cluster first appears spanning the substrate lattice.
Such analysis of island or domain structure is clearly basic to characterizing the adlayer geometry. Often surface scattering techniques are used to determine a characteristic size, but adequate interpretation of this size measure is lacking. Domain structure is also thought to affect the nature of the approach to equilibrium, 3 and perhaps the nature of adlayer phase transitions.
4 Domain size and shape evolution undoubtedly influence the dynamics of adsorbate-induced reconstruction.~ The kinetics of reactions either during or subsequent to adsorption is also influenced by island structure, 6 as are the kinetics of nonequilibrium desorption processes. 7 · 8 Note that there is some flexibility in the choice of connectivity rule defining individual islands or domains. Any reasonable choice can he used to characterize adlayer geometry (our focus here), but care must be taken to make an appropriate choice when relating geometric to other (e.g., equilibration or thermal critical) properties. 10 and analyze percolation threshold behavior. In Sec. III, we consider models describing two-phase c(2X2) island distributions on a square lattice, focusing on the saturation state where only domain boundaries separate domains of different phase. Although c ( 2 X 2) percolation is not possible without longrange order, 11 we show that domain structure is still naturally described using percolation ideas. We conclude, in Sec. IV, by commenting on the general applicability of these ideas, and giving some results for defect nucleated island growth.
II. p(1X1) ISLAND EVOLUTION ON A SQUARE LATTICE
First we outline the basic notation and concepts of percolation theory. We define islands or clusters as sets of filled sites connected by nearest-neighbor (NN) bonds, but a longer range connectivity rule could be invoked. Let (}c denote the a-dependent infinite lattice filled site percolation threshold. If a = 1 corresponds to random filling, the corresponding (), equals 0.593. 12 Let the connectivity length s denote the average distance between two atoms in the same cluster, let n 5 (R 5 ) denote the average number (radius of gyration) of clusters of s adspecies. Lets •• (sdom ) denote the average (dominant) number of adspecies per cluster. From random percolation results, 12 one expects that near () 0 Expressions analogous to Eq. ( 1) might be developed to describe external perimeter or "island hull" structure.
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Universality considerations have received little attention, e.g., does the hull dimension at Oc, for lengths many times s 0 , always equal the a = 1 value of 7 /4? In later work we will consider this question, and whether the hull can be described as a suitably correlated self-avoiding walk. Some quantities are clearly nonuniversal, e.g., the ratio t /s, where tis the number of empty sites NN to island (internal and external perimeter) sites and s is island size. Below we analyze adsorption models where sites with i occupied NN fill irreversibly with rate k;. Thus k 0 corresponds to island nucleation, k 1 =ak 0 to growth, and k 2 , k 3 , and k 4 to growth or coalescence. Clustering occurs for a > 1, but scaling of the characteristic length So with a, and the structure of individual growing islands depends on the choice of k; /k 0 as functions of a. These models have been used to describe the growth of islands of low mobility chemisorbed species from a mobile precursor. 14 ' 15 We now consider two classes of rates: (a) Multiplicative rates: k 1 a. a1 (Fig. I) . For a~ 1, individual islands tend to be rectangular. They have narrow active or growing zones along horizontal/vertical edges, which accelerate outwards at an average rate proportional to k 1 X (edge length). When two islands meet they rapidly expand to form a larger rectangular island encompassing both. cal temperature, corresponding to ac = 3 + 2,/2, but here one finds that () ;. = 1 -()c.
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(ii) Eden rates: k 1 =ak 0 for J> I (Fig. 3) Figure 4 shows the dependence of () '" and () : grains nucleate at a constant rate at empty points in the plane, grains have the appropriate nearly circular shape and expand at a constant rate, and overlapping grains are regarded as a single cluster. This picture, which ignores fluctuations in growth at perimeters, enables one to clearly see how a ramified cluster structure develops for higher () for lengths >So as many grains overlap. We expect that as a~ oo, ()c values slowly approach the critical area fraction for this new continuum percolation problem from below, since fuzzy edges and general irregularity of islands should enhance percolation.
From Fig. 3 , clearly a = 400 is far from the limit, as is our largest a = 49 calculation in Fig. 4 .
Ill. NONEQUILIBRIUM c(2X2) ORDERING ON A SQUARE LATTICE
Each c ( 2 x 2) domain is restricted to one of the two ,fix ,fi R 45° square sublattices constituting the square lattice of adsorption sites. Those on the same (different) sublattices are in phase (out of phase) and coalesce (form a domain boundary) on meeting. Here we define individual c ( 2 X 2) domains, analogous to Sec. II, as sets of filled sites connected by second, i.e., next-nearest-neighbor ( 2NN) bonds. Longer range connectivity, requiring either 2NN or third-NN bond connections, could be invoked and corresponds to correlated AB percolation. 20 In the absence of long-range order, (noncrossing) c(2X2) domains cannot percolate for reasons of topology and symmetry.
11 However, we show that the saturation state, where no empty sites with all NN empty remain, may be "close to" percolating. In this case the domain structure still has percolative characteristics, e.g., for lengths much larger than 5 0 , domains have an effective dimension below 1.89 (percolation threshold value) and perhaps above the value for appropriately correlated animals 11 (the random animal value is l. 56). Domain boundaries may also have fractal characteristics analogous to island hulls in Sec. II. 19 which do not effect connectivity, the average coordination number of this random lattice equals 6 (Euler's relation), p* should be only slightly above or perhaps equal to!· Thus the corresponding physical oB = 0 saturation state is either very close to percolation with very large 5 I 5 0 , or at the percolation threshold with infinite 5 I 5 0 (see Fig. 3 of Ref. 15). Our calculations suggest the latter.
For a= 100, we find that OB = 0.04 ( pft = 0.52) and the critical exponents equal their random percolation values, so the effective domain dimension must be very close to l.89. A future communication will provide a more detailed analysis of these models.
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IV. SUMMARY AND EXTENSIONS
We have analyzed p( IX 1) island evolution for various irreversible cooperative filling models and shown that the adlayer always exhibits percolative structure, on sufficiently long length scales, in the random percolation universality class. We extended our analysis to c( 2 X 2) distributions including a model for O/Fe(OOl) using ideas developed previously to analyze metastable O/Pd ( I 00) adlayers.
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These features undoubtedly extend to broader classes of adlayer distributions, i.e., beyond those associated with the low-mobility adsorption models analyzed here. To conclude, we comment on defect (rather than continuously) nucleated island growth. For growth of p( l X l) Eden clusters about randomly distributed defects of density p, one ex-J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 6, No. 3, May/Jun 1988 pects that (Jc -0.67 in the p-...0 continuum limit (cf. Ref. 24) . For growth ofc(2 X 2) Eden clusters, biasing the phase of defects produces a percolation transition. In the continuum limit of vanishing defect density, the physical case of no bias probably corresponds to the percolation threshold (cf. Ref. 25) . These transitions also have random percolation critical exponents.
